AIRLITE® CONFIGURABLE RADIO POUCH OPERATOR'S MANUAL
INTRODUCTION

The AIRLITE® CONFIGURABLE RADIO POUCH adds a new level of comfort and adjustability when wearing a radio on your carrier. Multiple slots on the front and rear allow for a wide range of height adjustment and allows the pouch to be used on the operator's left or right side. Additionally, heavy-duty side elastic and an adjustable top cord provides a secure fit without interfering with controls on top of the radio. The AIRLITE® CONFIGURABLE RADIO POUCH will adjust to fit most radios and magazines, including the 152, MBITR and two M-4 30 round magazines.

FEATURES

- Made with lightweight durable AIRLITE® material
- 2 oz weight
- Compatible with all VELCRO® front flap designs
- Vertically adjustable bottom allows height adjustment for a radio
- Heavy duty durable side elastic holds radio securely
- Front buckle can be removed and replaced with shock cord/hook tab retention
- Fits 152, MBITR or two 30 round M4 magazines
- Large slot for compatibility with the STRUCTURAL CUMMERBUND
- Ambidextrous design allows pouch to be attached to the left or right side of carrier
1 RADIO POUCH
2 RADIO POUCH BOTTOM
3 ADJUSTABLE SIDE RELEASE BUCKLE
4 ADJUSTABLE SHOCK CORD W/ HOOK TAB
ATTACHING POUCH TO CARRIER

The AirLite® Configurable Radio Pouch is designed to fit multiple platforms such as the JPC™, AVS™, CPC™ and the SPC™ carrier.

To attach the pouch to your carrier, complete the following:

1. Lift front flap of carrier and find approximate position of where you want your pouch.

2. Place radio pouch on main loop body of carrier.

   **NOTE:** If using the SPC™ place open slot of radio pouch over opening for structural cummerbund.

3. Pouch can be adjusted horizontally or vertically for comfort.

ADJUSTING HEIGHT OF RADIO POUCH

The Airlite® Configurable Radio Pouch bottom can be adjusted vertically to accommodate a wide range of radios and other items. The pouch bottom can also be removed and flipped so the pouch can be used on either side of the carrier. To adjust or remove the bottom, complete the following:

TO REMOVE FRONT BUCKLE:

1. Pinch top tab together.

2. Slide buckle out.
TO ADJUST BOTTOM:

1. Lift bottom front tab and push under main pocket slot.

2. Lift bottom back tab and push under main pocket slot.

3. Adjust to desired height.

4. Push top cord through back two holes and tied through top tab opening.
OPERATOR INSTRUCTIONS

SWITCH L/R ORIENTATION:

1. Lift bottom front and back tabs under main pocket slots in same manner to adjust.

2. Remove bottom pouch from main pouch.

3. Turn main pocket body upside down (VELCRO® attachment panel facing desired direction) and feed bottom pocket adjustment tabs back through main pocket slots to desired position.

4. Flip bottom front and rear tab over main pocket slots and attach top adjustment cords.
USING SHOCK CORD ADJUSTMENT AND HOOK TAB:
The shock cord with hook tab can be used in place of the buckle and cord adjuster. To install, do the following:

1. Remove front buckle.

2. Route front bottom so loop is exposed on front of main pocket.

3. Feed ends of shock cord through back two holes on main pocket body.
Route ends of shock cord through back top tab and tie in a knot.

Place front hook tab over item. Bottom of front tab can be used to help secure hook tab in place.
CARE INSTRUCTIONS

Care instructions must be read prior to each use.

Do not machine wash or dry clean. Remove dirt by using a cloth or soft brush. Hand wash with warm water and cloth or soft brush. Air dry indoors or in shade. Do not apply iron or any heat.
ABOUT US
Crye Precision designs and manufactures truly innovative equipment for America’s fighting forces. We are proud and honored to serve our customers’ needs. We spend as much time as we can with users, continuously incorporating their experience and feedback into the gear. We give them our full support and are indebted to them for their service and their sacrifice. We make uncompromising gear for uncompromising individuals. We work hard to provide smart, high-performance, long-wearing gear for people who demand the best. We make all of our gear in America from American materials. Every item is designed to help you perform better.

WARRANTY
If a defect in materials or workmanship is found in any of our products, we will repair or replace it, free of charge, for the lifetime of the product. This excludes normal wear and tear. Be aware that the customer is responsible for any and all return shipping charges. This applies to the original purchaser and is nontransferable.

BODY ARMOR
It is against Federal Law for a person convicted of a violent felony to purchase or possess body armor. In addition, various states also have laws restricting the purchase or possession of body armor by persons convicted of certain felonies, other crimes of violence, or drug crimes. By purchasing body armor, you acknowledge and certify that (i) you have no felony convictions, (ii) you have not been convicted of any other crime that would restrict your ability to purchase or possess body armor under any Federal or State law, (iii) you do not intend to use the body armor for any criminal purpose and (iv) you are over 18 years old. Crye Precision reserves the right, in its sole discretion, to refuse to sell body armor to any person. Additionally, the sale of body armor to residents of Connecticut is restricted to in-person sales, unless the sale is made to certain law enforcement or military personnel. We require that all orders of body armor be accompanied by a government issued photo identification.

CONTACT INFO
Crye Precision LLC
Brooklyn Navy Yard
63 Flushing Ave Unit 252
Building 128B
Brooklyn, NY 11205

Phone: 1.718.246.3838
Fax: 1.718.246.3833
sales@cryeprecision.com
www.cryeprecision.com
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